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(57) ABSTRACT 
A system, apparatus, and method for managing energy con 
servation in a mesh network of Smart container monitoring 
system is provided. The monitoring unit and the monitored 
devices within each Smart container form a first-tier network, 
and the Smart containers in vicinity are wirelessly connected 
to form a second-tier mesh network. Each tier of network 
awakens per a defined procedure to allow forestablishment of 
communication for a short amount of time. 
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ENHANCED ZGBEE MESH NETWORK 
WITH DORMANT MODE ACTIVATION 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

The present invention claims priority to U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 61/431,034, filed Jan. 9, 2011, the entirety of 
which is incorporated by reference herein. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

(1) Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates generally to container Secu 

rity and, more particularly, to a container Security system in 
which containers are wirelessly linked in a mesh network 
with a configurable dormant mode to conserve power con 
Sumption. 

(2) Background Art 
In today's security conscious transportation environment, 

there is a strong need to cost-effectively and accurately moni 
tor the contents of containerized shipments. This need exists 
both in the United States and abroad. The present assignee has 
provided a solution to meet this need which is the subject of 
U.S. Pat. No. 7,098,784 entitled, “System and Method for 
Providing Container Security.” This patent is hereby incorpo 
rated by reference in its entirety. 

In further developing and implementing its patented 
design, SPC has discovered important and unforeseen advan 
tages in a novel system and method for enabling communi 
cations within and between secured containers. This novel 
system and method enables containers to communicate and 
report their status overlonger ranges while conserving battery 
power. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention incorporates a multiple-level dor 
mant mode activation method into a two-tier network struc 
ture. A first-tier network integrates wired/wireless sensors 
with their monitoring units. Discrete sensors monitoring a 
secured container are linked and bound to the container unit 
through the use of a star network, extended Star network, or 
similar network configuration. Typically the monitoring sys 
tem in each container forms a first-tier network. According to 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the wireless 
technology for the first-tier network preferably uses a com 
munication protocol Such as the ZigBee protocol based on the 
IEEE 802.15.4 standard for wireless personal area networks 
(WPANs), which is incorporated by reference herein. 
The second-tier is a wireless link among multiple contain 

ers in vicinity. Further inaccordance with a preferred embodi 
ment, Such a network is preferably designed to allow for 
mobile or ad-hoc configurations (such as a mesh network). 
Using this system, buried or obstructed container systems 
(extended communications not available) may be able to 
communicate and gain access to a satellite or cellular link 
(extended communications) through a neighboring container 
device. According to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, the wireless technology for the second-tier mesh 
network preferably uses a communication protocol Such as 
the ZigBee protocol. The wireless technology for the second 
tier network may be same as or different from the wireless 
technology for the first-tier network. 

According to the present invention, the first-tier network 
and the second-tier network are coordinated in a completely 
mobile configuration, where all monitoring devices spend the 
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2 
majority of their time in a sleep mode. Each tier of the net 
work preferably awakens per a defined procedure to allow for 
establishment of communication for a short amount of time, 
then goes back to sleep. This procedure is required due to the 
fact that as a completely mobile system there is limited energy 
(battery) available to the monitoring units to perform their 
functions. When used within a larger container monitoring 
system, the present invention, hereafter referred to as the 
“Sleepy ZigBee-Mesh network, this system offers important 
advantages over the prior art. 

According to a preferred embodiment, the monitoring sys 
tem in each container is a first-tier local star network, which 
consists of a single monitoring unit (router/coordinator) and 
multiple end nodes (typically sensors); a plurality of routers 
and coordinators are connected to form a larger mesh net 
work. One or more monitoring systems within the mesh are 
assigned as the coordinators. The other monitoring systems 
are called routers. The coordinators assign themselves when 
an extended communication option is available, for example 
the top container in a stack associated with a seagoing ship. 
The routers automatically connect to an accessible coordina 
tor through other routers or directly. 

According to a particular configuration of dormant mode 
activation, the first-tier local star network runs on a config 
urable, self-healing beacon (typically 4 minutes) with a wake 
time of under 1 second per beacon interval. The second-tier 
mesh network is activated on a configurable interval with 
respect to 12 midnight UTC. Typically this interval is 12 
hours, causing the mesh network to wake at 12 noon and 12 
midnight UTC. Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) time in 
concert with a low drift Real Time Clock (RTC) keep the 
monitoring units synchronized. Between GPS fixes, the RTC 
keeps the times synchronized. The mesh network remains 
awake for a configurable time period to ensure every node has 
ample time to enumerate the network and transmit data. 

This Sleepy ZigBee Mesh network concept and method for 
use are illustrated in the figures below. The accompanying 
drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute part of the 
specification, illustrate various embodiments of the present 
invention and together with the description, serve to explain 
the principles of the present invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a functional configuration of the various 
communication channels in an intelligent container accord 
ing to an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 2 shows a functional configuration of the monitoring 
system within an intelligent container. 

FIG. 3 shows multiple containers operating in an ad-hoc 
network configuration. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

For the purposes of promoting an understanding of the 
principles of the present invention, reference will now be 
made to the embodiments illustrated in the drawings and 
specific language will be used to describe the same. It will 
nevertheless be understood that no limitation of the scope of 
the present invention is hereby intended and Such alterations 
and further modifications in the illustrated devices are con 
templated as would normally occur to one skilled in the art. 
The terms “program.” “computer program.” “software 

application, and the like as used herein, are defined as a 
sequence of instructions designed for execution on a com 
puter system. A program, computer program, or Software 
application may include a Subroutine, a function, a procedure, 
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an object implementation, an executable application, an 
applet, a servlet, a Source code, an object code, a shared 
library, a dynamic load library and/or other sequence of 
instructions designed for execution on a computer system. A 
data storage means, as defined herein, includes many differ 
ent types of computer readable media that allow a computer to 
read data therefrom and that maintain the data stored for the 
computer to be able to read the data again. Such data storage 
means can include, for example, non-volatile memory, Such 
as ROM, Flash memory, battery backed-up RAM, Disk drive 
memory, CD-ROM, DVD, and other permanent storage 
media. However, even volatile storage such a RAM, buffers, 
cache memory, and network circuits are contemplated to 
serve as such data storage means according to different 
embodiments of the present invention. 

With reference now to FIG. 1, a functional configuration in 
accordance with an embodiment of the present invention 
discussed. As shown in FIG. 1, and for the purpose of expla 
nation, an intelligent container communication system of the 
present invention is shown including three major communi 
cations Sub-systems: a short range wireless communication 
Sub-system 102; a cellular communications channel, a satel 
lite communications channel, or other long range wireless 
communications channel 104; a GPS sub-system 106. Ide 
ally, these communication Subsystems along with a micro 
controller will be generally housed within a single unit, how 
ever, these element may also be made up of separate 
functional units under common control. Preferably, each 
communication Subsystems along with a microcontroller will 
form a monitoring unit 110 for each container. Sensors and 
other security devices 112-118 may be connected to the moni 
tor unit 110 using wired and/or wireless connections. In a 
preferred embodiment, the short range wireless communica 
tion sub-system 102 will use a ZigBee wireless interface for 
both the communications with wireless sensors within the 
container and for communications with other containers 
which are within a short range. 

With reference now to FIG. 2, a functional configuration of 
the monitoring system in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention is illustrated. As pro 
vided, system 200 shows a first-tier network which integrates 
wired/wireless sensors with a monitoring unit 240. As further 
shown in FIG. 2, the sensing system preferably further 
includes a set of sensors chosen to give an accurate and 
comprehensive view of the container environment. In accor 
dance with a preferred embodiment, these sensors preferably 
include: a motion sensor 202; a microbolometer 204; a smoke 
detector 206; a light sensor 208; a vibration sensor 210; a 
temperature sensor 212; an auditory (sound) sensor 214; a 
container integrity sensor 216, a door Switch sensor 222, and 
other additional sensors. Discrete sensors monitoring a 
secured container are preferably linked and hound to the 
container monitoring unit through the use of a star network, 
extended Star network, or similar network configuration. 

In a further preferred embodiment of the monitoring unit 
240, the sensor manager 220 may be implemented using a 
ZigBee module, and the dormant mode activation and 
wakeup of the first tier network may be managed by the sensor 
manager 220 without waking up the processing system 300. 
The processing system 300 may manage the dormant mode 
activation and wakeup tasks in the second tier network with 
out interrupting the current status of the first tier network 
managed by the sensor manager 220. 
As shown in FIG.3, according to a preferred embodiment, 

a second-tier network for use with the present invention is 
preferably provides a wireless link among multiple contain 
ers in a given vicinity. Preferably, the present invention uti 
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4 
lizes the short range wireless channel to provide a communi 
cations path between multiple containers, such that if any 
given container is unable to communicate with a central 
monitoring station 320 through an extended cellular or satel 
lite channel, a communications path may be established 
through one or more successive connections between indi 
vidual containers. For example, as shown in FIG. 3, container 
A302 is routed to container B304. Container B304 may then 
act as a relay and route the information originally sent from 
container A302 to container C 306, and on to container D 
308. Thereafter, container 308 may access to satellite link 
which may then be used to transmit the information through 
a satellite 330 to a central monitoring station 320. Alterna 
tively, other uplink channels and devices may be used. For 
example, a cellular channel or the like could be used. Further, 
an embodiment of the present invention preferably utilizes 
ad-hoc dynamic routing algorithms on the short range wire 
less channel to provide a method of establishing connections 
between the containers 302,304, 306, and 308. Preferably, 
these algorithms utilize routing and assignment techniques 
that determine the best routing configuration for any given 
arrangement of nodes (in this case cargo containers). Further, 
the typical network topology for the second-tier network is 
preferably a mesh network. 

According to the present invention, the first-tier network 
and the second-tier network are preferably coordinated in a 
completely mobile configuration, where all monitoring 
devices spend the majority of their time in a sleep mode. Each 
tier of the network preferably awakens per a defined proce 
dure to allow for establishment of communication for a short 
amount of time, then goes back to sleep. This procedure is 
required due to the fact that as a completely mobile system 
there is limited energy (battery) available to the monitoring 
units to perform their functions. 
The present invention is particularly suitable for monitor 

ing containers being transported on ocean going vessels. For 
the purpose of explanation, a container according to a pre 
ferred embodiment is preferably equipped with following 
communications Subsystems: a ZigBee wireless interface for 
short range communications among containers and for the 
wireless sensors within each container; a general packet radio 
service (GPRS) device for extended communications with the 
remote monitoring station; and a GPS enabled device for 
acquiring time and location information. In operation, the 
container monitoring unit in the “Sleepy ZigBee-Mesh Net 
work” preferably spends the majority of the time in a sleep 
mode. From this state, the container monitoring unit may 
awaken according to configurable intervals. In accordance 
with a preferred embodiment, it is preferred that two intervals 
are used. In this arrangement, the first configurable interval is 
preferably for handling tasks in the first-tier network, for 
example, polling sensor status, reading sensor alarms, gener 
ating messages, and queuing messages for later transmission. 
The second configurable interval is preferably for handling 
tasks in the second-tier network, for example, waking up the 
ZigBee Mesh Network, transmitting queued messages, han 
dling extended communications with the remote monitoring 
station, and handling GPS tasks. 

According to a particular configuration of dormant mode 
activation, the first-tier local star network preferably runs on 
a configurable, self-healing beacon of several minutes inter 
val (typically 4 minutes) with a wake time of under 1 second 
per beacon interval. With this mode, the second-tier mesh 
network is preferably activated on a configurable interval 
with respect to 12 midnight UTC. The length of this interval 
is flexible. According to the length of a particular trip, the 
battery capacity, and other monitoring factors, the second-tier 
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mesh network may be configured to wake up once every hour, 
once every four hours, or twice per day. Typically this interval 
would be 12 hours which would cause the mesh network to 
wake at 12 noon and 12 midnight UTC. Preferably, Global 
Positioning Satellite (GPS) time in concert with a low drift 
Real Time Clock (RTC) will be used to keep the monitoring 
units synchronized. According to a preferred embodiment, 
the mesh network preferably will be configured to stay awake 
for a configurable time of 15s of enumeration time plus RTC 
drift for the longest expected time between GPS fixes. 

Communication System 
In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 

invention, the reporting may be made via a wireless connec 
tion to a satellite mode to communicate with a satellite system 
such as GlobalstarTM or OrbcommTM. Preferably, such a sat 
ellite device will be a device such as the AXXonTM, 
AutoTrackerTM, or the like, or a customized OrbcommTM 
VHF satellite GPS tracking communications device which 
may be adapted with ZigBeeTM interface antenna devices to 
incorporate them into the overall LAN architecture of the 
security system; these devices include a satellite transceiver, 
GPS receiver, a customized ZigBeeTM wireless antenna with 
a serial (AX TrackerTM) or duplex (OrbCommTM) interface. 

In accordance with an alternative preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, the reporting may also be made using a 
wireless system independent from the satellite system. One 
example of such wireless system is the GSM cellular system. 
According to this embodiment, wireless signals may be trans 
mitted to a wireless relay, base station or the like for routing 
and transmission to a chosen centralized location indepen 
dent from or in combination with the transmissions made 
from the satellite system. In accordance with this alternative 
embodiment, signals may also be received by the communi 
cations manager and wireless interface from Such external 
wireless networks as well. 

According to a preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion, it is preferred that the wireless communications used 
within the present invention will be based on the ZigBeeTM 
(IEEE 802.15.4) standard. This standard transmits RF signals 
in the 2.4 GHz ISM band and operates with low power con 
Sumption due to its relatively slower data transmission rate 
(128 Kipps-250 Kbps). This approach enables additional 
capacity and flexibility of design through an up to 255 node 
pico-network. Communications are simplex or duplex in 
design, meaning that data can be assessed in either a push or 
pull process. 
As referred to above, all communications of the present 

invention may be designed to be duplex or simplex in nature. 
Further, as needs require, the processes for transmitting data 
to and from the present invention may be designed to be push 
or pull in nature. Still, further, each feature of the present 
invention may be made to be remotely activated and accessed 
from distant monitoring stations. Accordingly, data may pref 
erably be uploaded to and downloaded from present invention 
as needed. For example, as detailed above, each system and 
Subsystem of the present invention may be designed to send, 
receive, report and request information via the wireless and/ 
or satellite systems so as to continually maintain and update 
the container systems. 

Additional communications with the communications 
manager are preferably enabled via industry standard wired 
interfaces, with communications protocols implemented in 
firmware for future upgrade. These interfaces preferably will 
include at least two RS-322 compatible serial ports. These 
alternate serial ports may assist the communications manager 
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6 
to interface with additional remote sensors as well as other 
local reader/controllers such as an RFID reader or other 
devices. 
Remote Monitoring 
To support and monitor the dataflow generated by the 

present invention, it is preferred that users establish a central 
ized location to collect and analyze data. This central location 
or “data fusion center would preferably consolidate all 
tracking signals, sensor alarms and reports generated by the 
monitoring systems and provide further context and links 
with current intelligence. 

Preferably, such a data fusion center will receive such 
Source information in a variety of formats such as Electronic 
Data Interchange, XML, E-mail, Short Message Service 
(SMS), HTML and flat text Files. After receiving such data, 
the data fusion center preferably would act to process infor 
mation to identify anomalies. With this data collected and 
processed, analyst may calculate statistics and probability of 
detection models used for decision Support. In short, Such a 
data fusion center would preferably provide a consolidated 
Source of information that could be used to assistagencies and 
shippers. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A two-tier network system for managing communica 

tions among a plurality of shipping containers, the system 
comprising: 

a first-tier network for monitoring communications within 
a single container, wherein the first-tier network com 
prises a plurality of monitoring units within the moni 
tored container, wherein the monitoring units comprise a 
sensor, a sensor manager and a processing unit, further 
wherein the monitoring units are wirelessly linked to 
one another, and further wherein at least one monitoring 
unit is assigned as a coordinating monitoring unit which 
queries and coordinates activities among the plurality of 
monitoring units, further wherein the role of the coordi 
nating monitoring unit may be Switched between the 
plurality of monitoring units; and 

a second-tier network for coordinating communications 
between a plurality of containers monitored with first 
tier networks, wherein the coordinating monitoring 
units in each of the plurality of monitored containers is a 
node of the second-tier network; 

wherein the first-tier network is configured to work in a first 
sleep mode which is managed by the coordinating moni 
toring unit, wherein the sensor manager of the coordi 
nating monitoring unit manages the wake up and sleep 
mode activities of the coordinating monitoring unit 
without waking the processing unit of coordinating 
monitoring unit; and 

the second-tier network is configured to work in a second 
sleep mode, wherein the second sleep mode is managed 
by a coordinating monitoring unit. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the second sleep mode is 
independent from the first sleep mode. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the first-tier network is a 
star network or an extended Star network. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the first-tier network is 
configured to be awakened on a first configurable interval and 
stay awake for a first configurable period. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein during the awake period 
of the first-tier network, the coordinating monitoring unit is 
capable of polling the status of the multiple devices and 
creating messages to be transmitted later. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the second-tier network 
is configured to be awakened on a second configurable inter 
val and at a time with respect to Coordinated Universal Time. 
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7. The system of claim 1, wherein the monitoring units are 
configured to update GPS information during an awake 
period of the second-tier network. 

k k k k k 


